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FRI 10/1 DECISION MAKING WORKSHOP TANIMURA & ANTLE FAMILY MEMORIAL LIBRARY 2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

staff facilitate this opportunity for students to learn guiding principles
and decision making skills that will enhance their abilities to be successful

within, and beyond, their higher education experience. Space is limited
for this workshop. To reserve a space, please contact Gary Rodriguez via
MyMessaging or at (831 )582 -4437

FRI 10/1
OPEN MIC NIGHT
LIBRARY CAFE
7 P.M. - 9 P.M.

The Residential Housing Association is sponsoring Open

Mic Night, Students will have the opportunities to express
themselves and share their talents with their peers.
WED
10/6
MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS DAY
MAINQUAD 1 A.M.-1P.M.

Health & Wellness Sctveccs and the Personal Growth & Counseling Center

are offering free, confidential screenings for depression, bipolar disorder
anxiety and post-traumatic, stress disorder At the event, you can fill out a
questionnaire and talk with a counselor about your personal situation. Eve
if you don't have a mood or anxiety disorder but are just going through

a couple of bad days, you are invited to come out and learn about the
various student health and wellness services available on campus. You can
even learn something that will help you or a friend in the future,For more

S E P T 3 0 - O C T 1 3

Students often face situations that require them to introspectively explore
their values in order to make sound ethical decisions. CSUMB faculty and

EDITOR'S COLUMN

Otter

Oops

informat ion, please contact the Personal Growth & Counseling Center at
(831)582-3969.

Cameron Fuller, Editor-in-Cheif
CFULLER@CSUMB.EDU

THUR10/77
DOMESTIC
UNIVERSITY
P.M. - 9 P.M.
VIOLENCE
CENTER LIVING
AWAREMNESS
ROOM SPEAKER
several errors.
A guest speaker will present a real life story/ relating to domestic violence
and representatives from the YWCA of Monterey County’ and a Pape

Crisis Center will be in attendance. Snacks, appetizers will be provided.

This event is a presentation to promote domestic violence awareness
sponsored by Theta Alpha Sigma Sorority, October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month.

FRI10/8
OTTER STUDENT UNION CONCERT SERIES

BLACK BOX CABARET 9 P.M. - 12 A.M.

This concert is part of the Fall 2010 OSU Concert Series held in the Black Box

Cabaret, Zion I (pronounced "Zion Eye") are a hip hop duo from Oakland,
California. The duo consists of producer (& DJ), AmpLive, and MC Zumbi.

Free for CSUMB studnts and $5 for guests.

GOT AN
EVENT!
LET US KNOW! OTTER_REALM@

CSUMB.EDU

WED 10/13
OTTER STUDENT UNION COMEDY NIGHT
BLACK BOX CABARET
8 P.M. - 10 P.M.

As a sophomore in college, Dan was chosen to compete at the HBO US
Comedy Arts Festival in Aspen., CO, where he won the title of Funniest

College Comedian, Dan's following has grown to sold out shows at clubs
and colleges across the country. And he continues to work in the digital

space as he's in development a deal with Comedy Central to produce

a second series for their sister website Atom.com, Free for CSUMB
students and $5 for guests.
FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ WWW.CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

Dear readers,
First let me thank you for con
tinuing to support the studentrun organization that is The Otter
Realm. We are nothing but words
on a page without our readers. I
encourage you, the critical eye, to
continue to email me or The Otter
Realm,
otter_realm@csumb.edu,
with corrections, comments and
suggestions which may improve
our campus newspaper. CSU Mon
terey Bay is place of learning and
growing, and without feedback
we are destine to learn only from
ourselves. It is you, the audience,
which helps us learn from errors
caught and suggestions offered.
Thefi rst Edition of The Otter
Realm was a wonderful experience
for me. I was fi nally able to fully
understand the scope of my task as
Editor-in-Chief. I know more now
than I did at the beginning of the
semester, when I took hold of the
reigns, and will continue growing
and discovering more about the
process, difficulties and opportuni
ties, of making this newspaper.
However, this letter serves both
as an address to the reader as well
as the Otter Oops section, normally
on page 19. Due to the first edi
tion's fl edgling nature, there were

These provided
me with a plethora of information
about how to better each edition.
We received some wonderful
feedback from both the students
and faculty. Some of the more in
teresting comments involved our
opinion section. Each article type,
whether it be news, feature or opin
ion, have rules that the writer must
follow; opinion articles are the
loosest. With that being said, I have
given free rein to the writers to ex
press their true opinions, without
censorship and worry. I welcome
all criticism and look forward to the
responses.
The nature of news is that it is
always past, something which has
already happened and we must
report on it. Thus our paper is in
trinsically caught in this paradigm.
For all of the work I, our writers and
our production team put into every
issue we must always be looking to
the future, looking to the next big
story. This has been a hard pill for
me to swallow as I want to nit-pick
the paper and constantly better ev
erything. And for those of you like
me, I welcome you to otterrealm.
net; our website containing all of
the post print changes.
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Explore the World?
If You Are Considering Studying A broad Here is
Some Information That Might Come in Handy

Erin O'Bryant, Staff Reporter
E06RYANT@-CSUMB.EDU

Flying to places around the world to enhance your education is an op
portunity for a lot of students. It's also an opportunity that comes with a
lot of potential stressors and choices.
Preparation is one of the key aspects in studying abroad. If require
ments are not met, the program isn't even an option. The requirements
for the program are a minimum GPA of 2.7 and being fluent in the native
language.
Being prepared in an academic sense is another important aspect. Tak
ing classes in foreign languages are useful, even if you are traveling to a
place that speaks English.Taking several semesters of a different language
can help with an appreciation for
different cultures, something that looks good on resumes
can be crucial when studying in a
and gives students
different country.
something students can't be
unique experince

employers are
lookina for

taught to prepare for is the difference in academics in different Iocations. An American student has
“
taken 12 years of regular schooling and at least one year of college. Stu
dents in England go to school until age 17 and then have to take a test.
This test is called the General Certificate of Secondary Education. If this
test is passed, students can continue onto college for two years of A level
courses, stay at school or quit school to work.
It can be intimidating to be in the same classes as someone who has
been in college for two years longer. In places like Spain that have the
same policy as England, there is also more of a challenge because the
students are also fluent in the language they are being taught in.
Possibly the most challenging task is trying to learn in a different lan
guage. Although three to four semesters in the native language are re
quired to study abroad, it might not be enough. The country will most
likely have some context that students were not taught at Cal State
Montery Bay (CSUMB).
Students might be able to learn the language but can't learn a different
subject in that language. Some books might not be available in English
and reading and trying to learn from a text book might be too difficult for
some. This can lead to students dropping out of the program and return
ing back to CSUMB.
Senior Van Nguyen, Psychology went to Puerto Rico through the study
abroad program but returned after two weeks. Nguyen, who was told she
would have textbooks in English, was thrown off when they were all
in Spanish." I realized...there was no way possible
I could understand and learn psychology in
Spanish," said Nguyen.
Nguyen returned due to a fear of
failing her classes. She found the lan
guage barrier the most difficult part
of her trip. Leaving behind her boy
friend of over three years was also
difficult for Nguyen.
Personal relationships are put to
the test while studying abroad. Re
lationships and friendships can crum
ble under the pressure of distance.
Senior Alfredo Davila, Mathematics noticed
the struggles that can come from a long

should be a
requirement for
anyone looking to
truly enjoy the
college experince

distance relationship. "It is really difficult with the whole long distance
relationship," said Davila.
But there are still other challenges students may face in the study
abroad program. The issue of culture shock when entering the new
country and returning back to
the United States may be dif
ficult. Davila experienced some
doubts and culture shock at
first, "It was boring and I just
wanted to go home," he said, it
wasn't until he put himself out
there that he realized what op
portunities were available for
him.
Study abroad also has a lot of
advantages to it that can make
the challenges seem worth it.
Studying abroad looks good
on resumes and gives students
a unique experience employ
ers are looking for.
Students are submerged
into a new culture where they
will learn ail about a different
way of living and learning. It
WILLIAMS IN FRONT OF THE LONDON TOWER BRIDGE
is truly a unique experience that will never be offered
DURING HIS TOUR WITH THE STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM
again for some.
Jordan Williams, senior, Computer Science & IT is
currently studying abroad in Manchester, England.
Williams has only been in England since September
10, but has already found the experience to be an
amazing one.
"Well, I have yet to start my semester and I've al
ready had the time of my life. Studying abroad should
be a requirement for anyone looking to truly enjoy
the college experience," said Williams.
The last aspect one should take into consideration
when thinking of studying abroad is their own per
sonality. Would they be able to handle being away
from loved ones for five months to a year? Or could
they adapt to change quickly to keep up with their
studies?
Personality also plays a role in what some consider
to be the most important decision, where to study
abroad. One of the reasons Williams chose Manches
ter was due to the fact that English is the main lan
guage, just like the United States.
Other students like Erika Murillo, HCom chose
Spain for a different reason."! was intrigued by not re
ally knowing much about the history of the country,"
said Murillo.
Although there are numerous ups and downs to
studying abroad, it is an option available for most stu
dents. The opportunities that comes along with it are
right at students'fingertips. Whether it's the right op-
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NEWS
Keosha Griffiths, Staff Reporter
KGRIFFITHS@CSUMB.EDU

Susana Silva, Staff Reporter
SSILVA@CSUMB.EDU

Monterey County is notorious for
being called "Wine Country," but not
every city or region in Monterey
County has a winery, or one near-by
that they can call their own.
Recently, business students of
Professor Sanjay Lanka decided to
make a proposal and bring a Wine
& Visitor center to Gonzales, a small
community located off the CA-101.
Four Business students Paul Fuller,
Mayra Martinez, Vladimir Torres and
Carolyn Prater and faculty advisor,
Sanjay Lanka decided to make their
class projects a business proposal
after realizing the depth and reality
that a project such as a Wine Center
would have in the Monterey County
and especially, Gonzales.
There are two projects proposed
to the city of Gonzales; Fuller, Torres
and Prater worked on The Gonzales
Wine Center while Martinez worked
on the River Road Inn & Spa.
The River Road Inn and Spa goes
hand in hand with the Wine Visitors
Center; tourists can come into the
Wine Visitors Center and have a
place to stay at the high end
Inn and Spa.
The River Road Inn and Spa will
offer guests the opportunity to
stay at the Inn by offering high-end
services and amenities where
they can unwind.
"We decided it was our
opportunity to fully develop these
projects and create a plan that
would actually interest the City of
Gonzales for implementation,"
said Martinez.
"We selected to do the Wine
Center for the Monterey Region
because currently there are no wine
centers in this region," said Fuller.
Cities such as Napa and other welldeveloped regions have centers
that highlight all of their wineries
while in the Monterey County; there

PHOTOS PROVIDED

From the Classroom
to
the
Town
Students Pitch
&
Wine

Visitors Center

to City of Gonzales
is only the Monterey Vintners office
to represent them in Monterey.
Lanka's
business
students
decided on Gonzales because
Lanka's strong relationship with
Rhonda Motil, of Vintners and
Growers, and the possibility that a
Wine & Visitor center in Gonzales
can have a dual impact.

"And it also gives
them the opportunity
to put effort into a
project, not only for
a grade, but to gain
a once in a life-time
experience." Mayra
Martinez, senior,
Business.
The dual impact the Wine Center
will have on Gonzales is that it could
stand as a representation of all the
wine centers in all of Monterey
County and start to accumulate
tourism in Gonzales and along the
CA101.
The city of Gonzales explained
that many years ago one of the
larger wineries in the area had at
one time become the largest winery
in the United States.
The City Manager and the
Planning
Director
admitted
however that in the past few
decades, not much had been done
by the City of Gonzales to leverage
its wine connection.
The two main sectors in Monterey
County are agriculture, representing
the number one industry, with
lettuce and wine signifying the
main sectors of Monterey County

and tourism being the number two
industry. Both Professors, Michael Q.
Adams and Sanjay Lanka decided
it would be an interesting idea to
develop a new concept for a student
project that would embrace the top
industry sectors, wine and tourism,
along with Gonzales' historic wine
connection.
The nearby River Wine Road
had no official "gateway" to the
wine region for visitors traveling
off of the CA-101, therefore,
making the Gonzales Wine Visitor
Center a perfect complimentary
pairing for all of the needs to
make this a destination site in the
city of Gonzales.
According to Adams the students
of CSUMB did a good job on this
project proposal and in addition
they were invited to present it to the
Gonzales City Council, where they

This project with the
potential for part
nership between the
Monterey County Wine
Industry, the city of
Gonzales, CSU Monterey
Bay and potential inves
tors would be a good
prototype for this type
of sustainable growth in
the local economy

received rave reviews.
"Based on the success of this
proposal, Business students this
semester will be working on projects
related to wine region marketing as
well as hospitality, tourism and rural

development," said Professor Adams.
The impact proposed project will
have on the city of Gonzales will be
tourism and publicity.
But the impact that this project
will have on students is greater.
"The impact of this will be a stronger
connection between not only
Monterey Vintners and Growers but
also CSUMB and Gonzales allowing
for students to become exposed
to real world applications of class
projects."said Fuller, senior, Business.
From taking their project(s) from
the classroom to the real world,
students are allowed to experience
an opportunity where their

hard work is paying off.
It also gives them
the
opportunity to put effort into a
project, not only for a grade, but to
gain once in a lifetime experience.
Lanka said, "I believe that in
the current economic situation,
it is important for different
organizations, both public and
private to work together to create
economic development and jobs."
He continued, "This project
with the potential for partnership
between the Monterey County
Wine Industry, the city of Gonzales,
CSUMB and potential investors
would be a good prototype for this
type of sustainable growth in the
local economy."
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The Latest, Greatest or even a
Strangest Facebook Feature m

Facebooks latest feature "Places" gives the option to show your current location to
your friends or the whole internet
Erin O'Bryant, Staff Reporter
EOBRYANT@CSUMB.EDU

GREEN WORKS NATURAL DISHWASHING LIQUID IS YET
ANOTHER WAY OF HELPING THE ENVIRONEMENT

PHOTO PROVIDED

CSUMB's Environmental
Save
Our Shores
Committee
Team up for Coastal Cleanup Day
TubaAbbasi, Staff Reporter
TA88ASI@CSUMB.EDU

On September 25, California resi
dents swarmed beaches, lakes,
and other water ways to empty the
coast of debris generated over the
past year.
Described by the Guinness Book
of World Records as the "largest
garbage collection" in the world, the
California Coastal Cleanup retrieved
1,300,000 pounds of trash and
recydables last year.
The local coordinator for Coastal
Cleanup Day, Save Our Shores, is re
sponsible for conducting this year's
cleanup in the Santa Cruz and Mon
terey Regions.
In the past Monterey State Park
oversaw the cleanup, but due to
budget cuts, it was unable to allo
cate resources toward the region.
Emily Glanville, program manager
at Save Our Shores, said, "I think
that people don't think or view
trash as a local problem here in the
Bay. But the data collected by Save
Our Shores suggests the opposite.
And as a marine conservation
organization we view it as serious
problem. Debris can cause animal
entanglement and it's unsightly Monterey is a tourist destination so
if we aren't taking care of our envi
ronment we are investing in
our community."
Save Our Shores has worked in
Santa Cruz for the past 5 years and
has doubled their volunteer par
ticipation. In 2009, they gathered
4,000 volunteers in the region. "It's
a community effort. We really in
vest in getting the youth involved
through targeting schools or Boy
Scout troops. We don't want it to
just be a one day event for people.
We try to provide onsite education

to encourage behavior changes
and do outreach so people they
reduce plastic in their daily lives
rather than just coming out once
a year."
Since the Student Leadership
Conference was held on the of
ficial cleanup day, Environmental
Committee (EC) members headed
toward the adopted beach, Casa
Verde, on the Sept 24. There, eight
EC members teamed up with
seven members of Sigma Theta Si,
five members of the Black Student
Union (BSU) and three students
from Barbara Sayeed's First Year
Seminar (FYS) class.
Mallory Cook, Sophomore, Bi
ology, is the community service
director for Sigma Theta Psi. Cook
said, "This beach cleanup was
successful and there should be
more of them in the future. [Beach
cleanups] are important to help
our environment and to support a
healthy marine life.
Speaking for Sigma Theta Psi, I
know that we are always looking to
volunteer and to help our commu
nity in any way we can." Brandon
Cook, freshman, Bus, said, "I had a
good time at the beach cleanup
watching all the different clubs
unite into groups. I hope EC does
more events like this."
Samantha Madrigal, freshman,
undeclared, said, "We do need
more people to help and clean the
beaches. Beach clean ups are very
important because if everyone for
gets about our beaches and pol
lutes them in the future we shall
have no beaches that would be
safe to swim, surf and just have fun
in the sun."

You are standing front row in the
crowd of your favorite band. You
have already updated your status
about how excited you are. Now
you can use the latest feature from
the folks at Facebook "places" to
show everyone the venue
in real time.
The feature can be used from
the Facebook app on the iPhone
and iPod or from your computer.
Just click the icon on the left of
the status update on the app or go
to touch.Facebook.com from your
computer. Then pick your current
location or one nearby and people
will know about it.
People knowing where you are
at all times puts fear in some who
do not understand how the feature
works. It was thought by some that
the feature showed people where
you were at all times. Nicknames
like the stalking feature were given
immediately, but Facebook tried to
clear the rumors up as fast
as possible.

On the privacy page, Facebook
staff has left a note stating "With
Places, you choose when to share
your location by checking in or
allowing friends to check you in.
Your location is never given to
anyone automatically."
Still Some users aren't satisfied
by just Facebook creator's words.
Brittany Martinez, senior, ESTP
thinks the feature is somewhat
weird."That's like calling for stalkers,"
said Martinez.
Facebook has customizable
privacy settings for this feature
to make Places however the user
wants it. There are options next
to "Places I check into" where you
can choose who sees your updates.
If you want to be more private
you can choose specific people or
networks, preventing any
potential stalkers.
Even after finding out that the
feature can be set so only some can
see it, Martinez wasn't convinced. "I
guess some people want people to
know where they are at all times."
Edison Mesa, senior, Mathematics

agreed that Facebook is used by
some to tell all the details of their life
"that's why Facebook is so popular"
said Mesa.
For those who like their friends
to know the details of their life via
Facebook, the feature is amazing.
Amber McCarthy, junior, Visual and
Public Arts who frequently updates
her status with her location said
the feature is "time filling" McCarthy
updates at work, school and out of
pure boredom. "After I've checked
my Facebook and Twitter, there's
nothing else to do,"said McCarthy.
McCarthy also has no fears to
whether the feature is safe or
not. "My Facebook is private," said
McCarthy, showing her trust in the
word of the Facebook staff.
Regardless if the feature is really
as safe as it claims to be makes
no difference to die hard Facebook
fans. Places is just another feature
to connect with friends; those who
don't agree can disable it.

I Unlock your possibilities
L Reach your potential

Find your purpose
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Campus Security
Under Scrutiny
Otters express concern over safety

Brandt Barstad, Staff Reporter
BBARSTADcaCSUMB.EDU

CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) students have expressed concern over their concerned students to learn how to avoid potentially dangerous sexual
safety in some areas throughout campus, despite the scattered yellow situations. Some such suggestions include being aware of any drinks in
call boxes and blue emergency call poles that have been recently distrib one's possession and being assertive and saying "NO" when meant. Not
uted to help promote campus safety. Since CSUMB classes have begun every student feels at risk in the North Quad parking lot. "I've never felt
this semester, there have been six reports of sexual assault and rape by in danger. I don't know about my car being broken into or not, but I feel
force cases. Compared to the three reports of forcible sex offences that pretty safe on campus," said John Raynaud, sophomore, Psycology. "I'm
occurred on campus in 2008, the most recent year which a cumulative on- not a girl though, so I could see how it could seem dangerous, with the
campus crime statistic can be obtained on the campus website under the low lighting and no cameras." For those students who feel they are in
Jeanne Clery Act, the recent six cases are quite alarming. September 24 danger when walking on campus, a safe solution is within reach. The
CSUMB Personal Growth and Counseling Center (PGCC)
university Chief of Police sent out an e-mail to CSUMB staff,
faculty, and students to spread information regarding four Students are calling and Transportation and Parking Services (TAPS) are re
sources provided on campus and can be utilized by all
recent sexual assaults on campus. Campus officials are usout for change
students. The PGCC urgesstudents to come to their of
ing information and awareness meetings to combat the
rising number of assaults on campus, one such meeting included 25 stu fice located in building 81 if they need help with past or ongoing assault
dents alongside Personal Growth and Counseling counselors and repre situations. TAPS includes a full time staff of a Parking Supervisor, a Com
sentatives of the Monterey County Rape Crisis Center. The campus police munity Service Specialist, a Budget Specialist and a Parking Officer. Cam
website on csumb.edu expresses other measures students can take in pus police also offer night-walk services to students who feel as though
order to practice productive crime prevention. As well as general crime they need extra protection while walking from one place to another on
prevention, a sexual assault prevention guide is also featured, allowing campus.

Since CSUMB clas es have begun this semester, there have be n six reports of sexual as aultand rape by force cases

All Aboard the Otter Trolley
A brand new addition to the Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) cam
pus that has been catching many
students' eyes is the CSUMB Ot
ter Trolley. The Otter Trolley also
known as MST 25, is being used
as a way to connect Salinas to the
CSUMB campus including Ma
rina. MST 25 starts its way at the
Salinas Transit Center stopping at
places such as oldtown Salinas,
East campus housing, a few places
on CSUMB's campus and ending its
way atWalmart.

passengers with bikes are welcome
to bring them along. This service is
costing $531,947, being paid and
provided by MST which receives
their funding through Transporta
tion Agency of Monterey County. "I
have only ridden the trolley a few
times, each time it was clean, the
driver was nice, and as I expected it
had a lot more seats than the shut
tle.", said Sophia Langevin, senior,
Liberal Studies.
Not everyone is happy about this
Trolley passing through campus,
Darrel (who did not wish
to include his last name)
owner of the Ord Market
said, "Why deliver people
to Walmart when I've
been working here for
8 years trying to get the
shuttle to stop here."The Ord Mar
ket recently opened up a Shell gas
station. None of the transportation
options available for students cur
rently go there. "I give more money

The trolley is wheelchair
accessible and passengers
with bikes are welcome to
bring them along.
The Otter Trolley is free if you
get on at a free fare zone located
on CSUMB campus otherwise it is
$2.50 boarding anywhere else. The
trolley is wheelchair accessible and

to the school than any business
around," said Darell. Besides effect
ing other business' Langevin said,
"The only downside is that it only
comes once every hour."
Other MST buses run through
the school as well. "I think you guys
have shuttles that do the same
thing," Darrel said. White shuttle
vans are provided by Transporta
tion & Parking services (TAPS). On
weekends the shuttle delivers stu
dents into town to the Dunes shop
ping center, Century Theatres, Del
Monte Center and even Downtown
Monterey. According to Megan Tol
bert, TAPS is looking into replacing
the shuttles but there is no guar
antee that it will even happen. The
meetings discussing the plans for
the shuttles will take place around
December, but whether are not
the shuttles stay or go TAPS plans
on providing transportation for the
students.

Jessica Blackwood, Staff Reporter
JBLACKWOOfWSUMB.EDU

Connecti
n
g
Monterey to Salinas
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Looking Ahead to Spring Semester
Are things getting worse?
Ashley Rourk, Staff Reporter
AROURK@CSUMB.EDU

October 18 marks the start of spring advising for the 2011 semester. All
However, Stromberg did clarify
the while many students may be wondering what the spring semester that, "this past spring and this fall,
has in store for them as a result of the state deficit, which has resulted we have not had to offer fewer
in significant reductions in the California State University (CSU) systems classes. The federal stimulus mon
funding.
ies allowed us to offer a full slate
The state budget has affected students at Cal State Monterey Bay of courses. However, because we
(CSUMB) as well as students at other public universities throughout Cali
fornia as a result of the rise in tuition and fees, the halt on enrollment,
I Believe
Are Well
and the decline of classes being offered to current students in the midst
Funded
To
Offer
the
of their education. CSUMB faculty and staff do not have oversight to the
Courses We Need to
college budget, Ernie Stromberg Associate Professor Director, Division of
Humanities and Communication said, "I believe we are well funded to of
Serve Our Students
fer the courses we need to serve our students," which may be a relief to
many students who are beginning to close in on their senior year.
have been limited in the number
Adam Greene, senior, HCOM, said, "I'm so close to finishing college, but of new students allowed to enroll,
I'm worried that something major will happen before I graduate that will some classes were cancelled be
end up delaying me. After spring registration I'm in the clear, hopefully." cause of low enrollment." In terms
As of right now, there are no classes being cut for the Spring 2011 semes of enrollment CSUMB currently has
ter as a result of lack in funds.
800 more students than expected

l/l/e

enrollment set by the CSU system.
The "target" number for enroll
ment at all CSU's is set by The Chan
cellor's office, and while CSUMB
would like to serve as many stu
dent as possible they are limited
by the funding that the Chancel
lor's office gives as well as the en
rollment targets that are set by the
CSU system. Currently, enrollment
doesn't seem to pose a problem at
this point and time, however the
main focus of concern right now is
the state budget.
The deans at CSUMB Renee Curry,
Marsha Moroh, and Brian Simmons
said, "We try to balance out spring
and fall in our planning, so things
look OK at this point. Of course, the

state of California doesn't yet have
a budget, so things could change
at any time." Nevertheless, this is
not the first time that fall semester
has begun without a budget. The
fact that there is no set allocation
of funds causes many to wonder
whether or not prices are destined
to rise yet again. Moroh said, "The
student fees are set system-wide
by the Board of Trustees of the CSU.
We have no way of knowing when,
or even if, this will come up for dis
cussion at one of their board meet
ings. I expect we'll all read about
it in the papers together!" At this
point it seems that everyone is still
in the dark as to what to expect in
the spring semester.
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NEWS

Student of the Issue

Hayley Tharp Cross country star extrodinare

Grecia Garcia, Staff Reporter
60ARCIA@CSUM8.EDU

The California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) named cross
country runner Hayley Tharp, junior, as the athlete of the week for her
outstanding performance at the Notre Dame de Namur Invitational mak
ing her the first cross county runner to ever reach such an achievement at
CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
"I was really surprised," no one has ever got athlete of the week at our
school before. I was mostly shocked, and modest. It's really exciting," said
Tharp.
Tharp has led the women's cross country team this season. Her goal
is to finish in the top 30 at the CCAA championships this November. She

Faculty

of the Issue

Timothy Bills

New director of
student activities is
making sure students
have numerous
opportunities
outside of the
classroom

also plans to reach personal records at each race this season."Overall I will
like to average 6:15 minutes per mile, and stay more consistent in races,"
said Tharp.
Before each race Tharp likes to listen to music, she feels it helps her
concentrate with her race strategies. "I get so nervous before every race,
I blast myself with music, walk the course, do my exercise drills, and con
centrate," said Tharp.
Tharp feels the cross country team has potential to be a strong com
petitor in the upcoming races. She believes the cross country team is
strategically prepared thanks to their monthly workout schedule. "Coach
Greg Rhines designed a monthly schedule, so we know what were doing
before hand, and that helps. Coach also mixes our workouts and courses
each week, it's not the same workout all the time so he makes it fun,"
said Tharp.
Tharp is confident the cross country team would catch up with fellow
competitors University of the Pacific, and Sonoma State. "Were so close
to UOP and Sonoma state and I'm hoping we beat them at conference,"
said Tharp.
When Tharp is not running with the team she prefers to run through
the Fort Ord Trails, and run along the Lovers Point bike trail. "I'm from San
Jose so I'm use to running in warm weather but here we have such perfect
running weather," said Tharp.
After graduating Tharp plans to continue running. "I would like to do
open races," said Tharp.
Prior to CSUMB, Tharp went to Willow Glen High School in San Jose,
California.Tharp competed in the girls varsity cross country team and also
served as a track and field distance runner. At Willow Glen, Tharp com
peted and qualified to the Central Coast Section (CCS) and the California
Cross Country State championships all four years.
Tharp is majoring in Kinesiology with a minor in Exercise Science. Sheplans to either become a therapist or hopes to fall into Coach Rhines'foot
steps and become a cross country coach.
Next week the cross country team will face their division II competitors
at the CCAA championships in Pomona, California.

Erin O'Bryant, Staff Reporter
E0BRYAMTCSUM8.EDU

Timothy Bills the new director of students are interested in joining. Senior Vincent
Student Activities and Leadership, Carr, Global Studies president of AS was one of
is taking the student life outside of the students who chose Bills to be the new di
the classroom by storm.
rector.
Bills came to CSU Monterey Bay
Carr is happy with his decision to choose Bills
(CSUMB) from CSU San Marcos in to fill the position. Carr said that, "their loss is our
August Having views about di gain," in reference to CSU San Marcos.
versity, sustainability and service
In addition to OSU and AS Bills also supports
learning identical to that of CSUMB the dubs on campus. Bills is also the direct ad
Bills fit right in.
visor for the multicultural Greek council. Bills
Bills came in with several im works with the fraternities and sororities with
provements in mind. He wanted to events they put on like El Grito.
provide the campus with more op
Bills said there is even more programming of
portunities outside the classroom events to come. The events are being put on by
that created an inclusive campus. sororities, fraternities, OSU and AS. Since CSUMB
Bills said it is important that there is has had Bills on staff there has been an increase
a "Good diversity of events."
in attendance of events in number of events.
Along with the improvements
All the events held at the Black Box Cabaret
that Bills has already put into effect (BBC) this semester has had over 100 people at
he also has some future ideas in tending. All the movies AS has put on like Iron
mind. One being to start strong an Man 2 have sold out or been close to selling out.
nual traditions that will be carried That's close to or over 400 students in atten
on for years to come.
dance.
Bills works side by side with As
The positive outcome doesn't seem to be
sociated Students (AS) and Otter stopping anytime soon. According to Bills each
Student Union (OSU) to make sure event gets more attention and attendance.
his plans, and theirs become a re
The BBC already has events planned into De
ality.
cember. The BBC is holding ten events in Octo
Since Bills signed on both, OSU ber alone. Starting from the 1st going until the
and AS are fully staffed and more 30th with an Halloween event.
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Initiating Marina's
University Town Vision

POLITICS

Current and New Developments Eager To A ttract University Students
Christy Khoshaba, Staff Reporter
CKHOSHABA@CSUMB.EDU

As the city of Marina celebrates its group of students living in Marina tend to leave the city for
"We love what CSUMB brings
35th anniversary, city officials wel entertainment."There really isn't anything to do around here.
to town intellectually,
come a new vision, one that will en If I have a weekend off, I usually go out to Monterey," said
Conley is enthusiastically for the
compass an urban, university town Kelly Sullivan, senior, Kinesiology.
socially, and economically,"
idea, but understands that "the
feel. "The energy of the students is
Conley believes more local businesses, such as Coffee Mia,
direction
we want to go in can be
said
Luana
Conley,
contagious, upbeat, and youthful," would attract the college crowd. The co-owner of Coffee Mia,
painful for people moving forward,
said Mayor Bruce Delgado. Captur Horace Mercurio, said "We're big supporters of the university."
the community outreach
because of the entrenched old
ing this energy was made possible Coffee Mia provides free Wi-Fi and a 10 percent discount to
facilitator for Citizens of
school thinking. People are fear
at The 2010 Otter Fest, held on Au CSUMB students who present identification. To comple
ful of change when that feeling is
gust 22, 2010 Farmer's Market in ment the coffee, Wild Thyme Deli & Cafe offers a selection of Sustainable Monterey County
unnecessary." However, Conley be
Marina. This celebration was one of sandwiches, soups, and salads, with a 10 percent discount to
lieves "It's time to accept it openly."
the fi rst steps to reach out to stu CSUMB students as well.
dents that belong to CSU Monterey
Marina also accommodates skateboarders with a free admission skate Vinny Carr, Associated Students President, believes, "This is the first step
Bay (CSUMB). "Never have there park placed at Los Arboles Middle School. The skate park is located less ping stone in bridging the gap. We're highly appreciative of that." He
been that many students in Marina than five miles away from CSUMB. "It's fun, they should expand the park adds that he feels "officially welcome."
at a Farmer's Market," said Mayor because a lot of people go," said Nick McCarthy, freshman, Business. His
Conley said,"We love what CSUMB brings to town intellectually, social
Delgado.
fellow skateboarder, Corey Petulla, freshman, Undeclared, adds that "It's
The Otter Fest came as a discov cool, but the helmet rule is not legit." He recommends changing the cur ly, and economically." Economically speaking, the city of Marina brings in
ery for CSUMB students, many of rent rule of having to wear a helmet at all times, to having it be optional money through various ways. "Students spend money and their parents
whom had first encounters with the for skateboarders 18 or older. In assembling the community, local events spend money when they come to visit," said Linda Meckel, Association of
organizations Marina has to offer. often take place at the Marina Skate Park. On The Beach Surf Shop has Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) Planner.
The key, as city officials believe, is to integrate students and residents
As an additional bonus, a contest been hosting the 2010 Monterey Bay Skate Jam Series, and on October
in
an effective manner. Currently, Marina, the city with potential is "an
was created that was resplendent 16th 2010 beginning at 11:00 a.m. the championship playoffs will be held
untold wealth of beautiful property," Conley believes. One which is pa
with gifts from local businesses. at the Marina Skate Park.
tiently waiting for CSUMB students to embrace as Conley says its "unique
15 prizes were awarded to CSUMB
Diverse and Inexpensive
students, like Natalie Steele, junior,
The city of Marina currently holds 19,000 residents and within this pop funkiness."
I spent the formative years of my early 20's as a working man in the
Kinesiology, who came home "re ulation, according to Mayor Delgado, 52 languages are spoken, ranging
ally excited" with a gift certificate from Turkish to Russian to Guamanian. Because of the diverse nationali working world; I sold cell phones for Cingular Wireless. I was able to
to Frutti De Mar Grill in Marina. ties, "it's really hard for gangs to get going," said Mayor Delgado. The posi move up the corporate ladder, eventually earning two promotions. Since
Steele said, "I have never heard of tive diverse feature is reciprocated by CSUMB, whose mission is to uphold returning to higher education however, I have been placed into a box
it and didn't realize it was even at to diversity and to "continue this international appreciation of culture," which does not include real world education. The box of general educa
tion and arbitrary school requirements was not designed with a person
its location until I went, but it was said Mayor Delgado.
a great meal and a nice little place."
In addition to being diverse, Marina "is cheap too,"said Lusine Oganesy like me in mind.
CSUMB relishes in its outreach to non-traditional students. First time
Winning this certificate introduced an, junior, Business. "If you drive for five minutes, you can get everything
Steele and other winners to restau for cheap because the library [CSUMB library coffee shop] is super ex college applicants, local students from migrant families and students re
rants in Marina, which is exactly pensive." Oganesyan enjoys stopping by Marina Donuts and Bagels where turning to the realm of education are different students that one might
what Marina officials wanted.
she picks up her morning coffee and breakfast for less than two dollars. encounter in any given classroom. With a supposed dedication to all
A strong push for the city to con She adds, "I'm kind of addicted to grocery stores, and from a business types of students, shouldn't we all be able to design a curriculum that ca
nect with students is on the minds perspective, Marina has a specific Asian grocery store that you can't find ters to the needs of individuals as opposed to a mass student body? It is
of Marina's administration. Upon everywhere."The supermarkets and restaurants are varied among Marina, not the teachers or classes that hinder my academic growth, but rather it
is the bureaucracy of the CSU that stifles me. And with tuition raise after
visiting classrooms and speaking making the specialty Asian and Hispanic stores popular stops.
fee
raise, the question I beg answered, is graduation about learning or is
with professors,
As a way to draw students to the city, new
Mayor Delgado
developments to the Dunes in Marina, cur it about satisfying requirements that earn administrators more money?
learned that it
rently housing Target, Best Buy, and Old
Vinny Carr, Associated
takes up to a
Navy, will be accompanied by the creation
Students
President,
believes,
year and a half
of a multi-screen theater, restaurants, and a
for the majority "This is the first stepping stom 14 acre recreational piece, which city officials
of CSUMB stu
are hoping for a BMX track. All projects are
in bridging the gap"
dents to realize
set to open in late 2012. Monterey Peninsula
that Marina has
College in Marina will also finalize its official
a commercial district. "We realized buildings in fall 2011. The Dunes in Marina, The Ford Ord Dunes State
that students were graduating Park, and Marina Beach serve as current entertainment locations. Mayor
without having discovered Marina," Delgado believes with new projects in store, the students of the current
said Luana Conley, the community generation "have the ability to make the difference."
outreach facilitator for Citizens of
"Unique Funkiness"
Sustainable Monterey County. Con
A university town will pave the way for "Otter Nation and Marina resi
ley says this in part because a large dents to unite to embrace and empower each other,"said Mayor Delgado.
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A Story Comes
To An End

Piers Morgan Replaces Larry King
as CNN Tries to Boost Sagging Ratings

Promoting Literacy
Among Children

Martin Hardenberger, Staff Reporter
MHAR0ENBER6ER@CSUMB.EDU

CSUMB and the Panetta Institute Work Together
to Support County Reads
Susana Silva, Staff Reporter
SSILVA@OUMB.EOU

Monterey County Reads, administered by the Panetta Institute, has
placed more than 1,900 volunteers who have served more than 89,000
hours of community service, according to Zac Walker, Service Learning
Student Leader, CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB).The volunteers of this pro
gram have made a commitment to continue to fight illiteracy and the
number continues to grow.
"The training with the Panetta Institute was a two hour long work
shop where we learned about the history and impact that the Panetta
Institute has had on the larger community," said Walker. It is vital to a
student's success when the kids become independent readers and are
reading at their grade levels. It is with the help of the students from the
CSUMB SL 200 course that he hopes to make this possible. This is the first
semester that this partnership has ever happened. Each SL200 student
is partnered with a different teacher and classroom at the Elementary
school to work with a Kindergarten through 3rd grade child, reading to
and with them for 20 minutes at a time. The Service Learning Institute
(SLI) students do about 1 to 3 hours a week with the kids.
The SLI has a history of connecting the Panetta Institute's Monterey
County Reads program staff with faculty who may be interested in en
gaging students in that organization. "The SLI supports all of its commu
nity partners by providing support and training throughout their staff's
work with CSUMB students," said Roberta M. Valdez, Associate Director,
SLI, CSUMB.
Last year, 19 CSUMB students choose Monterey County Reads to do
their 30 required hours. In many of the SL classes, faculty may choose
partners for their students to
The SLI supports all of
have experiences that will en
it's community partners
able them to consider the aca
by providing support
demic content of the course, the
students own interests and their
and training throughtalents as well as the needs of a
out their staff's work
community agency. Monterey
with CSUMB students
County Reads provides oppor
tunities for CSUMB students to
be trained to work with younger
children in local schools to en
hance their reading skills, according to Valdez.
During this fall semester 2010, one of the SL courses (SL-200-lntroduction into Service learning), is taught by Professor Terri Wheeler, Instruc
tor, Faculty Adviser, SCTA CSUMB. This course is SL 200: Monterey County
Reads. This is the first SL 200S class dedicated to partnering exclusively
with Monterey County Reads. "We're working in 6 schools in MPUSD,
Salinas City Unified, and Santa Rita Unified School District through the
MCR program" said Wheeler.
All of Professor Wheeler's students will be serving in a school as a
Monterey County Reads volunteer. "What make this a great class for me
personally is that I want to work with children in my future and this is a
good way for me to get a bit of training and learn how to feel comfort
able around them," said Emily K. Anderson, Student, SL200S.
Monterey County Reads was first launched in the spring of 1997 by
college and university presidents, school superintendents, the County

Office of Education superintendent.
By fall of 1997, college students
from the participating universi
ties were working in elementary
schools in the Monterey Peninsula
Unified School District and the
Alisal Union School District provid
ing one- on-one reading help to
benefit readers who struggle.
Today, the program includes
many Monterey County School
districts, coalition of business as
well as colleges, community orga
nizations, hospitals, faith-based
organizations, military installa
tions, law enforcement groups as
well as other government offices.
The focus of the Panetta Institute
is to enrich the lives of young men
and women and to better educate
them in public service and in addi
tion to develop their skills of future
leaders of America. Sylvia Panetta,
Co-Founder of the Panetta Insti
tute in 1997, tells how the average
student can take advantage of the
program while actively participat
ing and giving back to the com
munity at large. Panetta Institute
prides themselves on forming part
nerships to better serve communi
ties. Partnerships to them are "key
to provide bigger, richer resources"
said Panetta.

CNN has announced Piers
Morgan, 45, as the replace
ment of Larry King. After
25 years with the news
station Larry King, 76, an
nounced his retirement on
June 29. Morgan's entry to
CNN has created concerns
about the current state of
TV journalism.
The new host, Piers Morgan, gets to fill the prime time slot of 9 p.m.
Eastern Time. Morgan, seen as the center of attention in numerous
scandals and also as a judge on TV shows such as America's Got Tal
ent, is CNN's hope to improve their ratings which have been dropping
rapidly over the past two years. King saw his show's worst ratings ever
in 2009 dropping 43percent for the first quarter (52 percent for March
alone).
In his journalistic career, Morgan has worked for internationally wellknown newspapers such as The Sun and The Mirror. In 2004, Morgan
was fired from The Mirror after using fake photographs of British sol
diers abusing Iraqi prisoners.
With a new man in charge, the show is still assumed to follow the
footsteps of the past. Morgan will, just as his predecessor, be interview
ing celebrities, making news walk hand-in-hand with entertainment
and through amusement gain viewers.
When Morgan was asked about what to expect from his show he said
he want to get CNN back in the top of the ratings "without being an
opinionated pundit like Glenn Beck or Bill O'Reilly."
Mark Anderson, Managing Editor, Monterey County Weekly, com
ments CNN's selection of anchor, "It does raise an interesting question:
given Morgan's patchy background. Did CNN knowingly trade a little
credibility for a little salaciousness? And what does that say about the
state of TV journalism?"
Both Morgan and King have reputations of walking, and sometimes
crossing, the line between journalism and entertainment. Patrick Foerster, HCOM alumni, comments, "Larry was much more a journalist in the
true sense of the word, this British guy will be more of an entertainer,
but with 24 hour news competition you have to be concerned about
the entertainment value more than the credibility of the journalist."
Foerster later explains how he is worried about news casting because
he thinks the line between what is reporting and opinion is becoming
vague." It leads to misinformation," he said.
"To me, Larry King is irreplaceable, he really is." Morgan answers the
question of how he will handle the task of replacing King. He continues,
"I'm not going to try and replace Larry King. I'm about trying to just do
my thing."

"Did CNN knowingly trade a little
credibility for a little salacious
ness?" -Mark Anderson, Managing
Editor, Monterey County Weekly.
"I'm about trying to just
do my thing"
-Piers Morgan
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The Race for Sacramento
PARTII: Meg Whitman

Chris Rankin, Staff Reporter
CRANKIN@CSUMB.EDU

Get ready to grab the pen and connect the line on the ballots, it is time to
make a choice. On the first Tuesday of November (11 -02-2010) Californians
are going to vote on the next Governor of California. The Republican Party
has elected Meg Whitman to run against Democrat and former California
governor Jerry Brown.
With a net worth of $1.3 billion she is the fourth wealthiest female in
California. Whitman is a self-proclaimed businesswoman first and foremost,
letting her resume speak for itself. In 1979 she began
her career as a brand manager at Procter & Gamble in
Cincinnati, Ohio. Later, Whitman took a job with the global
consulting firm Bain & Company in their San Francisco
office and by 1981 becoming the Senior Vice President. The
next 10 years had Whitman holding numerous high profile
positions for companies like The Walt Disney Company,
and Hasbro's Playskool division. She is one of the people
responsible for brining theTeletubbies to American television. In March of
1998 Whitman was appointed CEO of a small company of 30 employees
name eBay. During her years as CEO, the company grew to 15,000
employees and reported annual revenue of $8 billion in 2008, a year after
Whitman stepped down in 2007.
Whitman found her first opportunity to delve into politics in the 2007
presidential election, where she worked for republican John McCain on the
campaign trail as a national co-chair. In 2009 she announced her candidacy

for Governor of California. Whitman has emphasized three major areas: job
creation, reduced state government spending, and reform of the state's
K-12 educational system. She has argued that it is best to start only a few
things and finish them, instead of starting a lot of things and finishing few
of them.
Not officially holding any public office, people can only speculate based
on Whitman's speeches and interviews how she will vote on certain issues.
In a Los Angeles Times interview Whitman shared her
thoughts on education as it pertains to undocumented
workers. She said "I support policies that will not
allow undocumented immigrants admission to statefunded institutions of higher education, such as
UC, CSU and community colleges." This stance has
shown to Republicans that she will remain tough on
immigration.
When Southern California Public Radio asked Whitman on her thoughts
about the potential legalization of marijuana for personal consumption
in California, she said, "the legalization of marijuana is not what any law
enforcement person would suggest for any reason... this is the worst idea
(she has) ever seen"
Whitman said, "When I become the next Governor I will run California
like a business." With her long career as a businesswoman, we can only
assume this to be a true statement.

When I become the
next Governor I will
run California like
a business

La Contienda
por Sacramento
Estella Porras, Professor
EPORRAS@CSUMB.EDU

Estoy a favor de
politicos que no
permitan a los
inmigrantes indocumentados acceso a
las instituciones de
education superior
financiadas por el
Estado

jPreparate para tomar la pluma y conectar la linea en las papeletas de
votacion. Es hora de tomar una decision. El primer martes de noviembre
(11-02-2010) los californianos van a elegir su proximo gobernador. La
candidata del Partido Republicano es Meg Whitman quien se enfrentara al
candidato democrata y ex-gobernador de California, Jerry Brown.
Con un patrimonio neto de $ 1.3 billones, Withman es la cuarta mujer
mas rica de California. Antes que nada ella es una reconocida persona
de negocios y su curriculum habla por si mismo. En 1979 comenzo su
carrera como gerente de marca en Procter & Gamble en Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mas tarde Whitman trabajo en la firma de consultoria internacional Bain
& Company en su oficina de San Francisco, y en 1981 se convirtio en su
vicepresidente. En los siguientes 10 anos Withman demostro su capacidad
de trabajo en numerosos puestos de alto nivel para empresas como Walt
Disney Company, y la division de Hasbro Playskool. Ademas ella es una de
las responsables de traer a los Teletubbies a la televisidn estadounidense.
En marzo de 1998, Whitman fue nombrada directora general de una
pequena empresa de 30 empleados llamada eBay. Durante sus anos como
maxima ejecutiva de la compani'a, eBay credo hasta contar con 15.000
empleados e ingresos anuales de US $ 8 mil millones en 2008, un ano
despuds de su renuncia en 2007.
Whitman encontro su primera oportunidad de adentrarse en la carrera
polftica durante las elecciones presidenciales de 2007, donde trabajo para
el republicano John McCain en la campana electoral como presidente.
En 2009 anuncid su candidature a gobernador de California. Whitman

ha hecho hincapie en tres areas principales: la creacion de empleo,
reduction del gasto del gobierno estatal, y la reforma de K-12, el sistenr
educativo del estado. Ella piensa que es mejor empezar solo un par
cosas y terminarias, en lugar de iniciar un montdn de cosas y terminar
solo algunas de ellas.
Teniendo en cuenta que la candidata no ha ocupado ningun puesto
publico solo se puede especular acerca de sus decisiones politicas sobre
la base de sus discursos y entrevistas. En una entrevista que dio a Los
Angeles Times, Whitman compartio sus vision sobre la education en
Io que respecta a los trabajadores indocumentados. "Estoy a favor de
politicas que no permitan a los inmigrantes indocumentados acceso a las
instituciones de educacidn superior financiadas por el Estado tales como
UC, CSU y colegios de la comunidad."Esta posture ha puesto de manifiesto
entre los republicanos que seguira la poli'tica de mano dura en materia de
inmigrecidn.
La Radio Publica del Sur de California le pregunto a la candidata su
opinidn acerca de la posibilidad legalizar marihuana para consumo
personal en California. Ella dijo que "no hay rezdn alguna que haga pensar
a una autoridad en la legalization de la marihuana... esta es la peor idea

que haya visto."
Whitman dijo: "Cuando me convierta en la prdxima gobernadora de
California manejare el estado como un negocio." Con su larga carrera
como empresaria, sdlo podemos suponer que su declaracidn tiene
sentido.
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Jobs .A
ir
Before

Proposition 23 set to suspend the
dean Air Act
Brandt Barstad, Staff Reporter
BBARSTAD@CSUMB.EDU

NO IMPACT DATE ways of impact we don't notice, but can make change
Jonaiza Simbre, Staff Reporter
JSIMBRE@CSUMB.EDU

tergent electrically washed clothes. They are oblivious, ending up in a
The Beavens family spent one
restaurant gnawing on their soaked in oil hamburger and fries, drinking
year, using candles for light, riding
from their paper cups that add to 16 hundred pounds of trash a year and
bikes as transportation, washing
other harmful effect to the environment.
their clothes in
the bath tub by " I spend most of my
"If I was to take someone on a cheap date, I would go
stomping
on weekends mostly at home
to the beach. That would be really cheap. I would also
go to a park or through a street fair, but there's always
them,
eating doing homedinner and a movie," said Anthony Ertola, freshman,TAT.
local
farmer's work, or hanging out
market
food, with friends, and we
So what if we chose to have no impact on the environ
banning
con
ment? The same group of friends dressed in their hand
go out to eat dependsumption
of
washed clothes, heads out with a different mindset." I
ing on if we have
coffee and retail
recycle, try not to drive so much, and try not to use a lot
of water," said Samuel Peirce, sophmore, Bio, this time
merchandise, enough money, but if
and more. " Is we don't have money
the same group of friends choose to ride their bikes
it possible to we go to McDonalds."
solely powered by their energy and muscles not pollut
ing, only creating sweat beads. Then after burning rub
have a good life
ber on their bicycles they make it to the farmers mar
without wasting
so much?" Colin
ket. While there they pick fresh vegetables, instead of
Beaven
ques
eating oily food. In the movie, Beaven finds something
romantic about the desire to know exactly where the food comes from.
tions himself and the audience in
the movie No Impact Man. His ex This of which rings relevant for some because who knows what exactly
goes on with the hamburger prepared for you? Or how the product is
periment inspired many.
produced. Therefore, preparing food from local farms at home, where it
Say a group of friends goes
is in your own hands, makes for a healthier life, inexpensive dinner, low
out on the town for their usual
impact on the environment, and knowledge of your food. At the end of
weekend. They drive their beat up
the day, the friends spend time playing Pictionary, or hanging out at the
Honda that puffs emissions. Leaving in the fridge food that has beach becoming better friends for no cost and no impact.
sitting from lunch. In their de

New emission standards are costing alition, an online society that has
Californians more than taxes. Some publicly expressed their disapprov
Corporations, both inside and out al of the new proposal. Proposition
side California, are pushing Proposi 23 states that the measure is only
tion 23 in order to save their compa temporary and will be reinstated
ny money they could be spending once unemployment reaches less
on employees to renew their equip than 5.5 percent for a full year; it
ment in order to meet new clean currently hovers around 12 per
energy standards.
cent. Aside from this stipulation,
Proposition 23, if passed, would
the measure could stay in effect
suspend AB 32, the Global
for years, leaving many
Warming Act of 2006, un
California residents
til the unemployment
"The clean energy jobs graduates have beenwith no certainty
rate in California be
of when AB 32
comes lower than
would be rein
5.5 percent for a
stated.
full year. Passed
The Propo
by the California studying for years for may not even be in existence" sition 23 cam
State Legislature
paign is being
and signed by
funded by Tex
Governor Schwar
as oil interests,
zenegger, AB 32
as well as other
is a legislative land
oil
companies,
mark for California, set
the two primary
to take effect in 2012, and
funders being Valero
requires greenhouse gas emis
and Tesoro. Valero and Tession levels to be cut to 1990 levels oro also happen to be among the
by 2020.
nation's largest toxic polluters.
Supporters of Proposition 23
The Proposition's primary goal is
campaign for the "California Jobs to save jobs and increase employ
Initiative" with expectations of low ment; however, those who oppose
ering the unemployment rate by Proposition 23 rebut that the mea
over half. A Public Policy Institute sure will not save jobs, as it claims,
of California researcher Louise Bed- but instead "cost California hun
sworth predicts the total campaign dreds of thousands of clean energy
spending for Proposition 23 could jobs," said the No on 23 Committee.
surpass $154 million, the combined
The proposition's statewide ef
spending record set by the defeated fects will be no less felt at CSU
Proposition 87, which would have Monterey Bay (CSUMB) than any
allotted $4 billion for alternative where else. Students graduating
energy research and would have from a particularly environmentally
imposed a profit tax on energy com friendly State University, the clean
panies, in 2006.
energy jobs graduates have been
Yeson23.com urges voters to sup studying for years for may not even
port the proposition with claims be in existence.
that the measure will save over 1.1
CSUMB student Austin Perkins
million jobs as well as an up to 56 said, "I would vote against this
percent increase in natural gas rates proposition because I do not be
that would be felt statewide. On De lieve that lowering the emission
cember 10, 2009, a Wall Street Jour standards on major factories would
nal editorial said, "Carbon emission have that much of a positive effect
regulations come at a high price in on job availability. The corporations
lost jobs and lost competitiveness."
do not have to hire more people,
It's the "Stop Dirty Energy Propo they'll probably just cut upgrades
sition" to the 579 organizations and and keep the profit."
2027 individuals who have joined
the stopdirtyenergyprop.com co-
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Are wristwatches obsolete or still in fashion?

CELL PHONES VS. WRISTWATCHES
Hannah Morrow, Staff Reporter
JHMORROW@CSUMB.EDU

With the invention and ubiquity of
Cartier, Michael Kors create watches for men and women. Aside from
cell phones, some say wristwatches
fashion, are watches still being used to tell time?
have become obsolete. A 2010
Cell phones are common and some students cannot afford expensive
poll that was taken in Cal State
brands of watches, students are more inclined to use their cell phones
Monterey Bay class HCOM 475. It
to check the time. Wristwatches range in price from sixteen dollar Casios
showed that in a class of eighteen
to six thousand dollar Rolexes. Julie Roland, junior, Biology, said, "Yeah,
students, only three
I don't see very many people wearing [watches] anymore.
people wear a watch. I don't see very I use my cell phone. Watches may be considered obsolete
Before the advent of
many people when it comes to checking the time, but people still wear
cell phones, people
them for fashion." When asked what she thought of the "ob
relied on checking the wearing them. soleteness" of watches, Monica Martini, senior, Business,
time by using a wristI use my cell said, "Yes ancJ no, I don't think they're completely obsolete. I
watch or a clock. Since
see people wearing those brightly colored ones. They're still
phone
most people have cell
in style." Watches are still considered fashionable arid useful
phones
nowadays,
by some. Lauren Fuentes, junior, Archaeology said, "I never
wristwatches and other timepieces
used to wear watches. Why would I when I have my cell phone? I have
seem to be less common.
realized how much more convenient it is to use a watch rather than dig
Wristwatches are still considered
in my purse for my phone."While cell phones could be replacing watches
fashionable by some and will al as the "go-to" when telling somebody the time, students still think they
ways be useful. Brands like Rolex,
server a fashion purpose.

JOIN the FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB
3 - 7pm Every Friday
Sierra Nevada
Cordan Bierch
Draft Beer
Fat Lip
$2
Blue Moon
Black Horse Ale
Bud Light

Local Wine $4
Wel Drinks $3 Chardonnay
Pinot Crigio
Merlot
Pinot Noir
Cabernet Sauvignon

Inferno Hot and Sweet
BBQ Wings
Chili Verde Nachos
Appetizers
Vegetable
$5
Spring Rolls
Texas Chili Potato Skins
Monterey Bay Calamari
Honey Mustard Chicken Strips

We are all so
dependent on our
cell phones these
days that we even
depend on them to
know the time

WHEN YOU EARN YOUR MBA
AT BRANDMAN THE PROFITS
ARE ALL YOURS.

Some business program* put their bottom line
ahead of your education. Not Brandman, We're

a non-profit school within the prestigious

EARN YOUR MBA
MONTEREY
CAMPUS
FROM BRANDMAN IN
ANY OF THESE DISCIPLINES

Chapman University System,
The Brandman MBA Is a degree designed for

- HEALTH RiSK
& CRISIS

-ACCOUNTING -E-BUSINES

the real world. We offer a flexible mix of evening

.-HUMAN RESOURCES

and online classes taught by experienced

entrepreneurs and business leader*.

1/2 lb.

At Brandman, you can earn your business

Burgers

degree from an institution you can trust,

-INFORMATIO

S STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

N SECURITY

MANAGEMENT
- INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS

.-MARKETING

-ENTREPRENEURSHIP -FINANCE -HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
-ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Bayonet
Black Horse

BRANDMAN

University

GET FREE EXECUTIVE COACHING
WHEN YOU ENROLL

(A $1,200 VAlUE)
RecivfreExcutiveCoachingfyouaplybDecmbr31,20 formeinformatin,cel80.5140orvist

brandman.edu/MBA
CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY SYSTEMBrandman
University is accredited by and is a member

1 McClure Way, Seaside • 899-5954

of, the Western Association
of Schools and Colleges (WASC)
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Measuring the Skills
of TAT Filmmakers

Students Breathe a Sigh of ReliefAs Production Is Complete

Christy Khoshaba, Staff Reporter
CKHOSHABA@CSUMB.EDU

Capstone, the inevitable proj
ect among all CSU Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) undergraduates sparks
a challenge for the Teledramatic
Arts and Technology (TAT) stu
dents. "We had a lot of difficulties,"
said Amelia Bostorm, senior, TAT.
"My stress level was super hella
high to basically how it is now,
which is really low," adds Casey
Poma, senior, TAT.
Bostorm and Poma were two of
the many TAT students given the
task to create a five minute film of
either a documentary or narrative.
The creation of this fi Im puts stu
dents'fi Immaking skills of writing,
directing, producing, and editing
to the test.
Thefi rst semester consists of
post-production. Now in their
second semester, having recently
completed production, students
have 20 to 50 hours of footage. The
task is to edit their piece to fulfill
the five minute requirement.
Bostorm prepared her permit
and location agreements, release
forms, and waivers ahead of time.
During the process, "I didn't go to
class, I didn't go to work. I didn't
have a life outside of this movie
for three weeks prior to shooting."
Working with strengths and weak
nesses of her crew emerged as an
issue for this producer.
Bostorm said, "We all had dif
ferent views and opinions on how
things worked, it's difficult to ad
just." Regardless of the range of
perspectives, Bostorm kept her vi
sion in mind and "wouldn't change
anything about the process."
Poma said, "I left mine to the last
minute, but I turned it in when it
was due, it's never late." This direc
tor faced contact and communica
tion struggles between crew mem
bers. "No one reads their emails,
flaky people suck." Poma dreaded
his phone for a week with the influx

of calls coming in.
Nevertheless, he maintained a
laid back attitude and told his crew,
"yes, it's a comedy but it doesn't
mean we can goof off."
TAT students have been work
ing on their capstone projects for
nine months now. Coincidentally,
Bostorm says her capstone is the
"equivalent of having a child." Poma
interjects and says "well, more of a
cool friend, because we're bringing
in a new piece that was not there
before." Both filmmakers are proud
of their accomplishments. Bostorm
believes, "we've seriously made a
movie, how many people at our
age can say they've done that?"
These short fi Ims will be on
exhibit at the Capstone Festival
later this semester, presented by
CSUMB. As of now, the short films
have been fi Imed. And it's a wrap,
let the post-production begin.

Chris Rankin, Copy Editor
CRANKIN@CSUM8 EDU

Band: Flying Lotus
Album: Cosmogramma

I don't often do this, but I think it is important for you
to have a small grasp of who the artist is. Flying Lotus
is the Stage name of experimental multi-genre record
producer Steven Ellison. He is mostly known for mak
ing hip little boys and girl's faces melt by concocting a menagerie of noises
that pour out of his collection of turntables, drum machines, and laptops.
Now on to the album, Cosmogramma unlike most of FlyLo's previous
albums has a theme. Jazz is a big influence on the record and being the
great nephew of famous jazz musicians John and Alice Coltrane it is only
proper he homage to his roots. Cosmogramma, like a proper jazz piece,
has distinct passages that pursue an elaborate kind of digital jazz, and the
"We're bringing in a
album is constructed to move through different sections.Three sections to
be exact- the first is an aggressive triple song group based on various vid
new piece that was
eogame noises that will have you bobbing your head uncontrollably. The
not there before"said second is a heady astral stretch that buries the listener deep into a noise
Casey Poma, senior,TATcoma and forces the listener to look beyond and find beauty in the disso
nance. The third and final section is a more downtempo jazz-heavy period;
this serves as a necessary breather from the complicated sounds earlier on.
FlyLo is talented... maybe too talented, and I am afraid ca
sual listeners will not be able to digest the odd time signatures
of most songs on Cosmogramma. This isn't Tiesto, or Paul Okenfold, this is good, this doesn't tell you when to dance. It makes you
make your own musical decisions, it’s a thinking persons album.

"I didn't go to class, I didn't go to work.
I didn't have a life outside of this movie
for three weeks prior to shooting," said
Amelia Bostorm, senior, TAT.

Movie:ASeriousMan Direetor(s): The Coen Brothers
A Serious Man was a financial failure. It made very lit
tle money in the box office (10 million to be exact). Why
would it? Channing Tatum doesn't make an appear
ance; Katherine Heigl isn't running around pregnant.
A Serious Man tells the depressing story of a Larry Gopnick (Michael
Stuhlbarg) a middle-aged university professor that has the pleasure of
having a front row seat to the destruction of his Iife.The Coen Brothers got
it right again; they manage to make us laugh at really inappropriate things.
Infused throughout the film are sprigs of multi layered comedic breaks that
serve as blockade for the tears that are undoubtedly welling in your eyes.
Not wanting to give away too much let me say that this movie doesn't
start happy, and really doesn't end happy. So if you are one of those
rotten people that need a happy ending do us all a favor and skip this
brilliant movie and go back to your vomit inducing romantic comedies.

Kenny Curtis Tattoos and Body Piercing 3874 Del Monte Marina CA 9393 831-883-8435

5 Minutes from CSUMB

Custom work &
COVER UPS

4 ARTISTS!

$45 FOR MOST
PIERCINGS

DERMAL ANCHONS

NDUMMIES
FL FOR
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Get Your Coors and Brats Ready

Ryan

MZesf,

Staff Reporter

RWESTsCSUMB.EDU

The alarm goes off at 9:30 and instantly a pulse of excitement runs and Raiders were victimized in
through my body. After I check my fantasy lineups for last minute roster week three by their respective kick
adjustments, I head to the kitchen to throw some brats on the Foreman ers, and may be looking for new
grill. I turn on Fox and hear Jimmy Johnson and Terry Bradshaw babble jobs if they miss again.
about whether or not Aaron Rodgers will have his way with the defense
Penalties are just about the most
today.The game is about to start, I have my plate of bratwurst and a fridge frustrating thing for a team to
full of beer to accompany me until the final game ends around 8:30 at commit. Holding is a penalty that
night. Welcome to my Sundays for the next 4 months.
frustrates to no end. This penalty
Some may think this ritualistic viewing of the National Football League occurs when an offensive player
(NFL) is obsessive, but there is no arguing that America's new past time no grabs or pulls on a defensive player
longer takes place on the diamond, but rather the gridiron. The NFL is as thus gaining an advantage. If called
popular as ever with the bombardment of advertisements, the increase it forces the offense to move back
in Fantasy Football leagues and team jerseys all around campus.
10 yards and repeat the down. In
But there are still those who's refusal to embrace the sport has the rest week one, the Dallas Cowboys exof us perplexed. I believe this is related to the general lack of knowledge perienced this devastating penalty
about the rules of football. It's difficult to find interest in something (espe when their right tackle Alex Barron
cially a sport) if you do not understand what exactly is taking place.
was called for holding on a touchFirst, some basic NFL rules. Each team consists of 11 players on the field down that would have won the
which handle all kickoffs, punts, field goals, and extra points called the game, instead they game ended
special teams. Often the players run full speed into each other, helmets and they lost. As a Cowboys fan, I
popping and pads cracking. It is hard not to love the violence of the game. went from elation to devastation in
The offense has four downs to gain at least ten yards to get a first down, less than five seconds. God I hate
giving them another four downs, hoping to score, the greatest goal, a the Redskins...and the New York Gi
touchdown worth six points followed by a point after touchdown.
ants, and the Eagles...
The offense can also score by kicking a field goal, which is done mostly
Pass interference is a penalty
on fourth down unless time is running out. The drama of an entire game that can shift the momentum of a
can come down to a last second pressure packed field goal. The Saints team. The rule is a defensive player
can not touch a player receiving a
pass after five yards from the line of
scrimmage (where the ball is spot
ted at the start of every play) until
the ball is contacted by the player
receiving the pass. The ball will be
spotted where the player was hit
on the next play if the offense ac
cepts the penalty. Pass interference
can send a coach over the edge and
a ref's ears bleeding.
Every Sunday I debate aloud
with myself whether a pass inter

ference call was good or bad and settle on a conclusion after a half dozen
slow motions replays or so. Referees have it easy.
Offense accounts for many of the points scored every game, but the
defense can get in on the scoring action too. If the quarterback throws
the ball and the defense catches it, it is called an interception and is a live
ball until the interceptor is tackled. These plays can leave a viewer breath
less because they can result in wild scrambles and cutbacks, in addition
to the fact that every defensive player is salivating at the chance to put a
devastating block on the quarterback.
Another way the defense can score is if an offensive player who pos
sesses the ball fumbles (he drops or is stripped of the ball) and a defender
picks up the ball runs until he is tackled or "takes it to the house"(a touch
down). The final way for defenses to score is on a safety. A safety occurs
when the offense is near their own endzone and gets tackled behind the
plane of the endzone or fumbles the ball out of the endzone boundaries.
Rules are the key to understanding any game, and now that a few rules
have been broken down, I look forward to hearing your screams of an
guish and cries of glory through my apartment walls every Sunday just
like my neighbors have to do with me.

Every Sunday I debate aloud with myself
whether a pass interference call was good or
bad and settle on a conclusion after a half
dozen slow motions replays or so.
Referees have it easy.

Photos Provided
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A different perspective of a triathlete

A Triathlete in

Darkness
Jonaiza Simbre, Staff Reporter
JSIMBRE@CSUMB.EDU

7:15 a.m. run straight in the ocean infested by kelp, swimming .25 miles, prove to himself he can overcome. Fugate, a student at Monterey Pen
transitioning on a bike for 12.4 miles up along the coast, and finishing insula College studying Computer Science soon to be CSU Monterey Bay
off a 2 mile run on the recreational trial at Lover's Point. All seems easier otter finished the race one hour and 14 minutes. During the triathlon, Fu
written down than done. Imagine doing this while not being able to see. gate was guided to navigate through the course. Swimming with elastic
Travis Fugate, stood outside his house with his black lab, Fess, out for surgical rope bound together at the waist, riding a tandem, and holding
air. Sweaty from a run, he lead me, knowing every step to take entering onto rope running beside his guide feeling the precise tug of the rope
which told him the curves of the road.
his apartment. His arms always searching for objects,
/ tried to hand him his
No one helped him in transition he did it all on his
his sense of touch were his eyes. A tall, slender, dark
haired guy with a slight Kentucky accent, replayed the shoe and he said, "dude own. He prepared by laying everything out on a table.
Once he was at the table he had it under control." I
events of his story. Fugate knew what sight once was.
put it back down where I tried to hand him his shoe and he said, "dude put it
He lost his sight injured in 2005 by road side bomb
serving in Iraq. In a coma for nearly a month, he lost had it, it works faster if I back down where I had it, it works faster if I do it by
myself," said Fugate's Guide.
one eye. Due to severe infection, he lost the sight
do it by myself"
On the podium ranked number 1 as Challenged Tri
of the other eye. He spent several years in recovery
mode, mentally and physically getting strength back.This disability made athlete with times 15:32 swim time, 35:59 bike, and 14:47 run, Fugate had
Fugate stronger.
finished his first triathlon.
"I just fantasized about the last piece of the run, about crossing the fin
"I've always been a person who wanted to try new things and seek
challenges. It's more important to overcome challenges because I always ish line, about this, talking about it afterward. If I kept seeing myself at the
end, I knew I was going to finish."
need reassurance that I am strong and there is still soldier in me.
The 16th annual Pacific Grove Triathlon was one way he wanted to

The

5am Pereira, Copy Editor

Main events are the Olympic
distance triathlon(1.5K swim, 40K
bike, 10K run) Sprint distance
triathlon (.25 mile swim, 12.4 mile
bike, and 2 mile Run), and the
new addition 5K-1 OK fun run( 10K
Saturday and 5K Sunday)
Ages of the athletes range from
under 12-70 and over. With a
diversity of Amateurs, youth,
female and male mix, female and
male masters mix, super masters
mix, cooperate challenge, and
more importantly Physically chal
lenged.

Man

5PEREIRA@CSUMB.EDU

There are many
San Francisco 49ers
fans at CSU
Monterey Bay, and
they have a solid
core for a team

The Chicago Bears always have a strong fan base and people just call
When the National Football League kicks off, I'm lost. Being from Los
Angeles, I have no NFL team to root for (except for USC, but that's a dif them "Da Bears." One achievement they won't reach anytime soon is "Da
ferent story). I resort to bandwagoning. Literally defined as "A cause or Super Bowl." The Cowboys are predicted to reach the Super Bowl every
party that attracts increasing numbers of adherents," bandwagoners are year by so-called analysts and experts. And every regular season they are
usually secretive about their selections. When admitting to someone of impressive and have one of the better records in the league. But the reg
my bandwagoning ways, the usual response is, "Hey, at least you admit ular season doesn't matter once the playoffs come around. Quarterback
it." Many people try to keep this fact secret because they think it shows Tony Romo becomes immersed in some blonde-haired celebrity and the
no loyalty. I think it shows tremendous loyalty, loyalty to root for a team team can't handle the scrutiny. They choke every year in the playoffs. The
Detroit Lions went 0-16 two years ago and they unfortunately have a tra
that doesn't suck.
Like the Raiders, for example. My roommate is a REAL Raiders fan. And dition to play on Thanksgiving Day. The team they play against is usually
I thought they went extinct, but they're just listed as endangered. Owner the thankful one.
The advantage of bandwagoning is that you can rip other teams, and
Al Davis coined the phrase "Just Win, Baby," but the copyright must have
expired in 2002. The Raiders are consistently bad, but their fans and orga your team will ALWAYS be better. If your roommate or friend is watching
nization, for some reason, remain arrogant about it. There are many San a game where his/her team is playing, always root for the other team. If
Francisco 49ers fans at CSU Monterey Bay, and they have a solid core for your team wins, you look like a genius, but if they lose, who cares? It's not
a team. But every year is "their year" and they tend to let down their fans your team anyway. This year I have jumped on the New York Jets band
more times than reaching expectations or even the playoffs. They will wagon and I am staying on the New Orleans Saints bandwagon as well.
never live up to their glory days of the 90's.
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OPINION
Sam Martinez, Staff Reporter
SMARTINEZ@GUMB.EDU

I Miss Furloughs

I miss furlough days. Whether it's drinking beer, planning that trip to held accountable for every missed
Vegas on an extended weekend, surfing or whatever it is you like to do on day is a reality.
your free time, there will be less time available this semester. If I chose
On the bright side (not really)
to miss the same amount of classes on my own time it would result in staying busy can come with its
an automatic administrative removal from class or a serious reduction in own merits. As I have less time
grade due to poor attendance. Furlough days were the state condoned to get into trouble, less time for a
get out of jail free card.
prospective DUI, less
As most students have to prioritize, personal and social
days time to get attacked
time is what goes first. Showing up to class at 8 a.m. or hav
by a shark while surf
the
ing a night class can have a drastic impact on how a day
ing, less time to dam
out age my liver while
is planned. Sleeping in or staying home on days of class condoned
was a win-win situation. The extra time provided days to
drinking and less
jail
complete assignments and the leisure time to do whatever
time to do just about

Furlough
were
state
get
of
free card

I wanted. If a budget crisis caused furlough days, I would have preferred
for the problem to never have been fixed. The fast pace of our current
semester is relentless. Without furlough days to bring in some relief, the
pressure to multi task the demands of multiple classes, on time, requires
significant more effort. Furlough days were a new lovely surprise to most
of us with the exception of faculty and staff that had to try to accomplish
the same amount of work in less time and with a five percent pay cut.
By contrast, this semester has zero furlough days, no extended week
ends, to make ridiculously enjoyable weekend plans, or any of the other
perks associated with days off. It feels like a punishment, as now being

anything else that could impact me
negatively as my life is consumed
with school work.
In the end, I'm sure the true an
swer lies somewhere along the
lines of what our parents taught us
"stay in school and don't do drugs"
or some other parental line that
would apply and I suppose is better
for my own good.

Surfs up. Lights out.
Reid Larson, Contributing Reporter
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Why is there so much aggression in the water?

Support Our Iraq
Afghanistan Veterans

RLARSON@CSUMB.EDU

Clean breaks, good vibes and sunshine. It's what surfing is all about. Oh
wait, don't forget testosterone.
J
The "locals only" mentality has long been apart of many pastimes, especially surfing, so it is no surprise if a newbie in the water gets the cold
shoulder, if not thrown out. The fact of the matter is however, people are
out catching waves because it brings a sense of excitement and fun tarall
of us, not just those that excel at it. The trend to learn to surf is definitely
not coming to a close so how can one go about avoiding jerks while still
getting involved?
Having learned to surf in the past 4 years, I like to think I can offer some
insight as to how to stay away from confrontation in the water while
picking up how to hang ten. First off, waves differ from beach to beach,
coast to coast, and season to season. This allows for variationJr difficulty
from double overhead barrels, to user friendly beach breaks.Obviously, it
would behoove a beginner to stick to the easier, smaller waves, typically
less ridden by the dawn patrol of"bros" with attitude problem! Also, do
your research and watch a YouTube video or two. Surfing is very involved
and a general understanding of tides, swell, weather and other factors
are a must, especially when trying to avoid a hassle.
One explanation for the frustrations of these locals with new surfers
may be the advances in technology, media and travel that have allowed
for the sport of surfing to grow tremendously. Instead of just going to
one's local break, you can check Surfline.com for conditions of waves
halfway around the world, then promptly buy an overpriced plane ticket
to take you there. Needless to say, like most sports, more people are par
ticipating and unlike baseball fields, we can't simply go out and build a
place to surf. Inadvertently, this has led to a higher volume of surfers per
beach and some people are not too happy about it.

Those of us residing and rec
reating in Monterey have a little
less to worry about than our
pioneers of surf to the north in
Santa Cruz but that does not
mean a beginner should not ex
pect a hassle. Lover's Point, Moss
Landing and even Asilomar State
Beach can be strongholds of ever
increasing testosterone.
While I am definitely not ad
vocating for larger crowds in
the surf, I am not going to be
the one to belittle an already
struggling future surfer. In addi
tion, I hope the over aggressive
surfers are too busy shopping
for flat brimmed hats and lifting
their trucks to bother you, how
ever, we should respect those
who know what they're doing
in the water and learn from their
achievements and mistakes.
So drop in, tune out, and if
surfing tickles your fancy, stick
with it. Just stay out of my way.

Where:
Peace Resource Center
1364 Fremont Blvd. Seaside

When:
Sunday October 17 2p.m.-4 p.m.
Is the misuse of Personality Disorder
diagnosis denying benefits to
veterans with Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD)?
Local support services for veterans will be available

Peace Coalition of Monterey County

www.peaceinonterey.org
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OPINION
Pursuit of

Free-dumb

Practice what you preach, America!

Nothing
One Man's Take on the World at Large

Hell is where all
the hookers
and drugs are

Tuba Abbasi, Staff Reporter
TABBASI@CSUMB.EOU

Everyone, especially the informed
American public seems to enjoy
the thought of protecting freedom.
But how often do we practice what
we preach? How often doesjAmerica preserve democracy abroad or
support freedom of speech within
its own nation?
As a senator for Associated Stu
dents, I understand the sensitivity
of revealing too much too soon. I
also recognize the importance of
diplomacy. But as a journalist, I'm
hesitant to sterilize the truth, or
worse, manipulate information for
political gain. Corporations own
our media and the information we
receive is rarely free of bias.
Take Rupert Murdoch for ex
ample. As CEO of NewsCorp, Mur
doch owns the world's third largest
media conglomerate. Oh, AND he
recently donated 1 million dollars
to the Republican Party. If that's
not troubling, I don’t know what is.
By donating money to a political
party, Murdoch is blatantly reflect
ing his preference. And seeing how
Fox News is party of News Corp, it's
not difficult to find instance after
instance of right wing favoritism.
Let's take a look at Afghanistan the country is slowly, but surely
developing and improving. And
hey, the Afghani's love Karzai! Ex
cept they don't. In 2002, Zahir Shah
gained almost a 2/3 vote from
the Afghani grand assembly. But

America didn't want Zahir Shah
to run Afghanistian, they wanted
Hamid Karzai.
In 2008, Chris Mason, former
Foreign Service officer in Af
ghanistan and research professor
Thomas Johnson wrote, "mas
sive US interference behind the
scenes in the form of bribes, secret
deals, and arm twisting got the
US-backed candidate for the job,
Hamid Karzai, installed instead....
This was the Afghan equivalent of
the 1964 Diem Coup in Vietnam:
afterward, there was no possibil
ity of creating a stable secular
government."
Okay, so we have some issues
as far as foreign policy goes.
Internal affairs wise, we are solid.
We even have this wonderful
thing called the Patriot Act. This
allows law enforcement to employ
wiretapping, gather library check
out records, and search private
property without notifying its
owner. As the American Civil Liber
ties Union worded it, "The result is
unchecked government power to
rifle through individuals'financial
records, medical histories, Internet
usage, bookstore purchases,
library usage, travel patterns, or
any other activity that leaves a
record.''The Patriot Act is a flagrant
violation of the First amendment,
sprinkled with Fourth amendment
infringements.

How often does'
America pre
serve democracy
abroad or sup
port freedom of
speech within it's
k own nation? J

Chris Rankin, Copy Editor
CRANKIN@CSUMB.EDU

I am going to Hell... rather, you believe I am going to hell. I do not have
any plans in the future or present to accept a higher power. Why you
ask? Well let me put this as sensitively as I can... God does not exist.
I acknowledge that I will be mostly speaking about the Christian God
through out this article, and I do apologize, you will just have to trust
me that I find every religion equally as silly. The reason I have chosen to
focus on the Christian God is because it is the God that has the biggest
effect on my life as a citizen of America.
The way this is going to shake down is I will present a few arguments
that I have heard for the existence for God, and then I will give you my
reasons why those arguments are absolutely inane. Let's begin shall we?

The cosmological argument:
Some religious individuals argue that whatever begins to exist has a
cause and since nothing causes itself, there has to be a first cause, you
call the naked wiseman God.
Oh boy where do I start with this hot mess? Riddle me this one bible
thumper, what caused the first cause? When using this argument, one
takes as fact that an un-caused effect exists. The problem here is it
facilitates the ability to cause a series of events without having a cause
itself. Now the kicker here is that the entire argument revolves around
the premise that all effects have a cause, which renders itself invalid. I
don't know what the origin of the universe is, but that doesn't justify the
assumption that God is the reason.

The Teleological argument aka Intelligent Design
This argument states that some phenomena are too complex to have
occurred randomly. Therefore, God must have designed these events.
Who designed the designer? If only God is able to design multifaceted
units, then an even more intelligent designer like Criss Angel or David
Blaine is necessary to design the original designer. This means that we
are left with a room of mirrors reflecting an infinite number of creators.
See, I said all that without bringing up Darwin. We non-believers are
much more than a one trick pony.

The omnipotence paradox
This argument leaves the concept of omnipotence as a paradox, not
capable to exist in a logical universe. Really?
That's the best you can come up with... A mere paradox! If God actually
is as you claim omnipotent, then he should be able to create an object
so heavy he cannot lift he. Since God cannot lift the object he just cre
ated, then by biblical definition God cannot be omnipotent.
So let me just reiterate; I am, in your mind going to burn in Hell. Well
guess what, hell is where all the hookers and drugs are. You just continue
to eat your body, and drink your blood; meanwhile I will be arm-in-arm
with two beautiful workingwomen getting an endless river of vodka
poured down my throat.
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Sexual Healing
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Editor-In-Chief

1. One who investigates reported complaints (as from students or

Sinfully
DeliciousDirt
Min

consumers), reports findings and helps to achieve equitable settlements.

Hey CSUMB,
The Otter Realm staff hopes you enjoyed our first issue and also your first
Sarah Varsik
svarsik@csumb.edu
month of classes. We are constantly working to improve our newspaper
and your patience and input is greatly appreciated. Do not hesitate to email
cfuller@csumb.edu with any suggestions and questions about the layout,
content, design, etc. Our goal isto make the paper as accessible to every single
student on campus as possible.
One new addition to the Otter Realm to help include our entire campus is
our "En Espanol" section. The article is written by one of our Staff Reporters
Dana Keller
and subsequently translated into Spanish by our Newspaper Advisor Estella
Porras. We hope you enjoy this new addition. Also, if you are taking a Spanish
class, place the articles side by side and practice your translations. Just an
idea...

Advertising/Distribution
Manager

WebmasterMark Johnson

Sincerely,
Sam Pereira
Copy Editor

Sam Pereira
Rankin
Copy EditorsChris

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Otter Realm is a bi-weekly student publication produced by the Otter
Realm club and HCOM 389. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
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reflect the views of the Otter Realm, CSUMB administration, faculty, staff or
college policy.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is a training lab for students
who wish to develop journalism skills, and it is a forum for free expression
of campus issues and news. The Otter Realm Editorial Board will determine
what to print on these pages. The Editorial Board reserves the right to edit
for libel, space or clarity.
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Each Sudoku has a unique solution
that can be reached logically
without guessing. Enter digits from
1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every
row must contain one of each digit.
So must every column, as must
every 3x3 square.

Christy Khoshaba, Staff Reporter
CKHOSHAB^aCSt'.WS EDU

Don't even lie to me or dare deny
it, I know you have a dirty mind.
You, your grocery cashier, your tax
filer, your dentist, your co-worker,
your third cousin, all of you have
a dirty mind. The level of dirtiness
varies of course. However, it's part
of human nature. In fact, the human
brain craves four main entities: food,
water, sleep, and sex. Your sex drive
triggers you to think dirty. The love
gurus working long and hard days
in the steamy laboratories tell me
that the human brain contains a
sexual pursuit component and it's
two and a halftimes larger in males
than in females.
Yes, there's a time and place to
be dirty. Not everyone understands
this. But thanks to their human
nature, their dirty comments thrust
their way into conversations anyway.
For instance, it's impossible to eat in
peace without the interjection of a
"that's what she said''pun whenever
someone A) asks for a napkin or
B) the white stuff on the side or C)
complains that a sandwich is too
big to fit in their mouth. It's difficult
not to hop on. The only problem is
that this has become so predictable,
that now it's a matter of who can
climax first.
Let's penetrate into the forbidden
fantasies that some all may have:
the school teacher with the student,
the nurse/doctor with the patient,

the officer with the patron. Clearly,
these fantasies do exist and are
promoted by the porn industry.
Why else would clothiers have
created sexy lingerie outfits to fulfill
these fantasies? Let's not forget the
matching toys. If you can make your
partner biush or blue then you get
extra credit. Now, where s my ruler?
However, this is not to say
that the label of 'forbidden' stops
anyone. Indeed, it might just do
the opposite, and activate one's
sex drive. Feeling naughty should
be a component of a fantasy, but
what about guilt? If you begin to
feel guilty, then according to your
personal moral compass, you're not
acting ethically correct.
So you have a fantasy, or 69
fantasies, but now what? They're
your fantasies, so it's entirely up to
you with how you proceed. If you
decide to reveal your fantasies to
your partner make sure no one gets
hurt and that both feel safe. If your
fantasy includes bringing other
people into the equation, that's
Sexual Healing After Dark. But for
now. if you do tell your partner and
both agree, then get on it. Literally,
get on the person and after that,
well, I think you've got it from here.
Let your fantasies guide the way,
while keeping in check with your
moral compass. Just don't freak
your partner out, otherwise there
will be no freaking for the night.
,
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